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FltENCfl SATIRE "IMAGINARY
MVALID" OPENS TONIGHT

WUS DRIVE. MARCH 5 - 9
'56 PACIFIC GOAL S1000

Pacific Theatre opens tonight with the third theatre production
of

By DAVID KING
March 5, next Monday, will mark the official opening of the
annual World University Service drive 011 Pacific's campus. The
drive, under the direction of Judy Mc.Millin, drives commissioner,
is slated to run through next week, and is considered the most
important fund-raising drive of the year.
Starting Sunday, the WUS pro

Le season, "The Imaginary Invalid," a French comedy classic

bj (oliere. Curtain time is at 8:30. "The Imaginary Invalid" will
»1M 'play three other times, March 3, 9, and 10.
Ti p production marks the 212th4-

pla; I to be given by the Pacific
The Jtre group, under the direc
tor bf DeMarcus Brown. The play
is a comic satire of medical prac
tice [of the period. The great
Pai iian playwright lampoons
fal: physicians in his story of a
ho; less hypochondriac at the
me: jy of every quick and cure.
1|e cast of twelve is headed by
Kei I Roper, veteran campus
pla; jr. Others in the cast are
Bet y Van Hooser, Carol Fillmo f, Patricia Beattie, Judy Blaisdel!n rLarry Boyd, Bob DeVight,
Fre Greenberg, Carl Hamon,
Jerv Valenta, Bob Yazdi, Ron
Sat Iff.
sitings for "The Imaginary
Inv lid" are designed by technical
din ptor, William Strom. All seats
are reserved. Students are admit
ted jy their student body cards.
I [cause of the nature of the
pla|special invitations have been
ext tided to members of the medi
cal profession in Stockton.

mm GRADS
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HONOR LIST
SHOWS 87
A total of 87 students at COP
have made the dean's honor list
with a grade point average of 2.5
or better, based on the grade point
averages earned in the fall sem
ester of 1955-1956.
The honor students will be spe
cial guests for the evening at a
meeting of Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society on April 8; Qean Lloyd
Bertholf and his wife will be
co-hosts.
The list includes 21 freshmen,
17 sophomores, 24 juniors, and
25 seniors.
Freshmen are: James Alexan
der, Nicholas Anguilo, Helen Bemis, Edward Christensen, Mona
Fikry, Jane Hemly, Stephanie
Kessler, Pristella Kinsey, June
Marks, Janet Mathiesen , Anna
Lee Miller, Carolyn Nash, Wil
liam Nietmann, Marilyn Peterson,
Gloria Russell, Richard Shore
Jacklyn Slates, Patricia Stevens,
Christina van Loben Sels, Ann
Wilson, and Patricia Zumwalt.
Sophomores include: Joyce Ben
son, Nancy Brandt, Stephen
Crowe, Janie Doane, Edna May
Dyke, Jerry Fetherland, Margar
et Gould, Chris Greene, Arlowene
Guthmueller, Merideth Kinze,
Sharon Lais, Janice Laughlin,
Katherine Lum, George MacMurphy, George Nagata, Edward
Rankin, and Joan Ulrich.
(Continued on Page 2)

Iprty-two College of the PaciBti
fie students
received graduation
dip [mas at the end of the fall
ser ester, according to a report
rel.jsed from the registrar's of
fice [recently.
!iirty-nine of the graduates recei jd Bachelor of Arts degrees
an three were given Bachelor of
M ic degrees.
te spring graduates, as indicated in the report, are William
Br< it Adams, Doris Hitch Berid, Rhodora Capillo, Clark
uel Chatfield, Robert E. CoRobert L. Davis, Edwin Cur3odd, Neal E. Fawcett, Regina
z Louis E. Francois, Jr., RobGiardina, David Gilbert,
College of the Pacific will con
na Nollette Graham, Vern
duct
its 9th annual California
rard Haas, Claire Ann Hernn[>
Missions and historical landmarks
'Paries Earl Hoffman Jr., tour, March 24 to 31, according to
S
Elliott J. Taylor, director of tours
r L . kelson Johnston, Harold
- Kingston, Louis Allen Kreiss, for the Coilege.
An 8-day chartered bus trip, the
J°pe Lellman, Gloria Burton
Li fie, Henrietta Limon Lopez, itinerary includes the locations of
Erps McDaniel, Thomas C. Mc- all 21 of the historic Franciscan
' Fie, Allen C. Mangin, Loren missions established in the 18th
; Mays, Jack Meeks, George E. and early 19th century and scat
Mi fey,
tered from Sonoma to San Diego.
arlene Karen Olsen, Rai Won Many other areas of historical or
c fc John Ronald Pecchenino, scenic interest are included.
J. Randolph Hutchins, director
" N Brett Pittman, Wayne
Paul Wesley Rose, of the California History Founda
pfell Irwin Runion, Robert g! tion at COP, and Dr. and Mrs.
;In. LaVonne Siefken Smith, Richard Coke Wood of Stockton
ole Kathryn Spencer, Walter College are the tour directors and
p
;fton Stewart III, Diane Clare managers.
College credit may be earned
pbowan, David G. Vieria, and
on the tour by doing assigned
• P Jeong Wong,
fourteen have enrolled for study. Both Dr. Hutchins and Dr.
Wood give lectures en route.
ate work at the college.

COP Conducts
California
Mission Tour
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A l f r e d G. F i s k

ALFRED G. FISK
WUS SPEAKER
AT CONVOCATION
Two important events, which
will be highlights during WUS
week, are the Tuesday Chapel
service and Thursday's convoca
tion.
The special Chapel service,
March 6, planned for WUS by
Maxine Mann will include se
lections sung by the A Cappella
Choir, and the scripture reading
comprised of Buddist, as well as
Christian works, read by Mona
Fikry. A high point of the service
is what will certainly be an in
teresting and entertaining talk by
Miss Short on educational activi
ties abroad and how student help
starts right here at home.
The WUS convocation, March
8, will feature as speaker the
noted author-lecturer-traveler Dr.
Alfred G. Fisk. He has traveled
widely throughout the world, re
cently visiting South Africa to
interview leaders and to study
conditions. Dr. Fisk is well known
in California as a lecturer of un
usual ability — just the right
combination of humor and in
spiration.
He will speak on the topic: "The
World Looks to the USA." Glen
Davidson, member of the convo
cation committee for the college,
is directing the assembly.

SENIORS
ATTENTION

Senior photos for the
year book will be taken
Monday, March 5, at 3:30 to
4:30 pnt in Anderson Y.
Cap and gowns will be fur
nished. This is the seniors'
last chance to have their
pictures taken for the 1956
Naranjado.

Have you ever wondered how
it would feel to have the i"—
president of the College of the Pacific
cartro x
rrvi1
rlinnor9
T
nil
h
aVD
serve
you
dinner?
Iff vyou
have
now is your chance. President
Robert E. Burns is offering his
service as a hasher to a sorority
or fraternity house at the World
University Service auction.
The WUS auction will be held
on Thursday night, March 8, at
the dining hall, 7:30 to 9 p.m.
Mr. Richard Reynolds, of the
college art department, will be
this year's auctioneer. Faculty
members will be the only ones
presenting services this year in
order to shorten the auction and
to improve its quality. An excep
tion to this will be the sale of a
fifteen-minute show by the Ha
waiian Club. The auction also
will be made a house function for
the campus living groups.
Some other items to be auc
tioned off Thursday night are: a
pizza dinner for eight by Dean
Davis and Mrs. Harper; Dr.
Mitchell will take one or two
couples to his cabin; Mr. Rudkin
will take someone to the new
Cinerama picture in San Fran
cisco; Mrs. Spletz will give five
and a half hour piano lessons;
and Miss Pierce will provide an
evening at her home for four or
five people.

WUS Promotes
Student Aid
Home and Away
World University Service is an
organization jointly sponsored by
the B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundations
at American Universities, Nation
al Newman Club Federation; US
National Student Association, and
the United Student Christian
Council
U U l l v i l in
i l l the
v 11*— USA.
WUS represents one of the most
significant developments in recent
fAmAfinrr a tantriyears toward npromoting
a tangi
ble means of raising money for
foreign student's education on a
collective basis.
WUS is the channel through
which students throughout the
world, as well as in America,
unite to help each other to help
themselves. WUS is comprised of
32 national branches at work in
Asia, the Middle East, Western
Europe, and North America.

gram will commence with a new
innovation to obtain money for
the drive. Extended hours will be
given for all on-campus girls.
Sunday night girls may stay out
an hour later than their usual
time, but they must pay lc for
every minute they come in over
Freshmen will
the usual time
. ..
_
«
^11
have until
11,
sophomores
until
11:30, and upperclass women, un
til 12. The maximum payment
will be 60c, every cent of which
will go to WUS.
Monday will open the job of
solicitations for 100 students who
will have until the end of the
week, March 9, to collect from
the 10 people they are each as
signed. Tuesday will see a special
chapel service at 11:00 built
around a WUS theme. Thursday
climaxes the drives with a morn
ing convocation at 11:00 and an
auction at 7:30 the same evening.
An interesting fact about WUS
(Continued on Page 2)

PACIFIC ASSOC.
MEET MARCH 3
Over 200 persons are expected
to attend the annual Pacific Asso
ciates meeting tomorrow at An
derson Social Hall to elect and in
stall new officers and to hear an
address by Fred D. Parr, San
Francisco industrialist and ship
ping executive.
Associates president Simpson
H. Homage will preside over the
meeting.
The afternoon program will fea
ture "special presentations" by
the department of Home Econom
ics and the School of Pharmacy.
A tour of the newly-remodeled
Departments of Home Economics
and Engineering is also on the
schedule.
A "Preview of the Year Ahead
at Pacific" will be given by Dr.
Robert E. Burns and Jess R. Rud
kin followed by the showing
of a new color-sound
motion apicta
ture f i l m e d at Pacific Marine Station, entitled "The Living Labora11
tory of the Sea.
p
deliver the mam
Mr parr wi
address at the Associates banquet
_
^.
•
.
TT_II
C.1K
in Anderson
Dining
Hall at 6:15
p.m.
The panel of the Associates
working to further the program
of the religious education department will be hosted by the department at a meeting to be held to
morrow,
At 8:30 members will adjourn
to attend the Pacific Theatre pro
duction of Moliere's "The Imaginary Invalid."

Page Two
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Pacific Proud Of Radio-TV
Departments On The Campus
By LIZ LASKIN
One of the outstanding radio and television departments in
the nation is located right here on the College of the Pacific campus.
The radio and television section at College of the Pacific is a
division of the speech department, which is generally recognized
as second only to that of Northwestern University.

"TV To Broadway"
Scripts Needed

SOPH DOLL
^ OSSO

DANCt-CMYLEWOOD COuNirc CM»»

TO TX»T5L«H

VAACtEMDA -TOP* {2.V4HT

LETT

CRLTF

OP

£-OMS> OP HU-L "TO CAiTLC-LjvoI) 0-oT»>

An intensive campaign to find
scripts by recognized or promis
ing new playwrights will be un
—
dertaken by TV to Broadway Pro
J
ductions, a new producing firm
established by Oscar S. Lerman.
\J~ TLCASAMT^M
The opportunities for experi
TV to Broadway Productions
CASTLE LKJOS \
ence as well as instruction are
HACIE>*X>FC
has been organized to present
endless in our department, for the
plays in the various entertain
— COOT KTUU 1-AAO
students themselves operate -the
ment fields; first, on television
station. They have their own
and subsequently, on the Broad
M
staff and station manager; they
Students who want to advance
produce, direct, announce, en will be interested in the two sci way legitimate stage and/or
gineer, promote, and act in the ence courses offered this summer films. A new video show, "TV to
same manner as that in a pro at COP summer school. The Broadway," is planned to show
c.F»-<-i»4as
case these scripts.
•5XU >OS£.
fessional station.
courses are marine biology, Lerman is also currently pre
Right now KCVN-FM is on the taught by Dr. Noble, and field
paring "The Woman With Red
air Monday through Friday from zoology, taught by Dr. Lehman.
Hair," for Broadway production
3 'til 10:30 p.m., and on Satur These intersessions will be held
days from 3 'til 9 p.m. There are at Dillon Beach from June 10 this spring and "Me, Papoose Sit
superb facilities at KCVN: two through June 18, and are two ter", is scheduled for fall prodUc
tion.
studios with a control room for unit courses.
"The demand for quality dra
each, a master control room with
Pam Morey was presented to the campus yesterday at conv
With these courses, students mas for TV has grown tremen
two Ampex tape recorders, stu will be able to take a total of fif
tion as Pacific's 1956 Soph Doll, She will represent Pacific at
dously
because
of
increased
dent and faculty offices, a film teen units in both summer ses
annual Intercollegiate Soph Hop, being held tomorrow night.
room, record library, workshop, sions. This can be done by taking dramatic programming
The Soph Hop is being held at
Says
Lerman,
"It
is
the
inten
and conference room. KCVN is six and one-half units in both
the
Castlewood Country Club;
also well-equipped for remote sessions plus the two units of tion of TV to Broadway Produc directions for getting there are eluded: Linda Pyle, Peggy Wi
tions
to
test
new
scripts
on
tele
er, Lydia Anichkov, Patty E
broadcasts; they even own a jeep science which will make it an
printed above. Time of the dance
vision,
and,
if
successful,
then
and
Mary Chaney. Pam recei
and a trailer.
equivalent of one semester's work produce them on Broadway. In a is from 9 to 1. Extended hours a trophy and the runners up
Television is emphasized more of fifteen units.
sense you could liken this to the have been arranged for the girls. ceived prizes.
than ever now, and the station is
role the summer stock tryouts Jack Fina and his band will pro
vide the music.
The private judging of the d
quite well equipped. Although
play in the legitimate theatre. It
there is no television camera this
Seventeen bay area colleges will begin at 9 p.m. at the dai
has become increasingly clear this
Five bay area men, not associa
doesnt hinder television activities
past season that both Broadway have been invited to the Soph
by any means, because every
(Continued from Page 1)
and Hollywood are looking eager Hop; this is the second year that with any of the 17 competing
other Tuesday the Television Pro
Pacific has attended. Last year's leges, will do the judging. At
Juniors are: Joyce Albright, ly to television as a showcase Pacific doll "was Rosemary Lind p.m. the public judging will
duction class goes to KOVR-TV
for
potential
properties."
say.
where they learn about television Esther Amick, Edith Bitts, Gor
gin, and at midnight the doll i
Lerman also points out that
equipment and experiment in don Bordsen, Deborah Brooks,
Six girls were picked as doll be announced. Dress for the di
there
are
thousands
of
talented
John Corson, Stan William Dan
television broadcasting.
candidates by the men's living will be cocktail dresses and he
iel, Walter Frederickson, Mar writers throughout the country groups. Monday night a panel of The girls will be judged on po
These lab sessions will lead to
who
never
even
get
the
opportun
guerite Fryer, Thomas Green,
representatives from every cam grooming, personality, face i
the eventual production of six
Beverly Jean Hall, Inge Hoeken ity of having their scripts read. pus living group met in the sen figure.
half-hour shows, all prepared and
Television
networks
and
adver
presented by stcdents. Also, dyke, Peter Knoles, Carole La tising agertcies responsible for ate room to choose the doll from
Bids are $2 and can be p
KBET-TV has asked us back to campagne, Arthur Lewis, Maxine some programs, he adds, will not those six candidates. Pam was chased from Dick Easterbrook
Mann, Charles Price, Mayna Rice, i
->
selected from a group that in- at the dance.
do another series of shows for Janice
Rodman, Robert Rodri- accePt a script unless submitted
them.
a
narpr,t
by
an
agent.
"Who
knows
where
guez, Donald Roth, Robert Schel
"
"Wh«
The radio and television de lenbarger, Marianne Tuttle, and another Paddy Chayevsky will
partment has grown from one John Wallace.
emerge?" asks Lerman.
room to a fast developing plant
Before submitting scripts, an
Seniors include: Doris Bersch
at College of the Pacific, and chied, Verna Shenefelt, Betty application may be secured by
Miss Lela May Aultman, CSB
John Crabbe was the spark and Lewis, Lawrence Clark, Delbert writing to TV to Broadway Pro
of Denver, Colorado, will deliver
energy that produced it
ductions,
Suite
607
147
West
42
Evans, Neal Fawcett, Regina
Mr. Crabbe is on a year's leave Feltz, David Gilbert, Arlen Gray, Street, NYC and enclosing a self- a lecture entitled "The Healing
Prayer of Christian Science" in
of absence and is being replaced Philip Hardymon, Wilma Hecken- addressed, stamped envelope.
Morris Chapel, Thursday evening,
A new grade point system
by Richard Elliott, who is direc laible, Henrietta Lopez, Arlene
March 8, at 8 p.m.
go into effect next fall at the i
tor of broadcasting at KCVN now Dickinson Marsh, Andrew Mur
Miss Aultman is a member of lege of the Pacific, and all gr
and also teaches classes in radio phy. Donald Lloyd Olson, Eliza
the board of lectureship of The points will be one unit ab
and television.
(Continued
from
Page
1)
beth O'Neill, Janice Richards
Mother Church, The First Church what they are now, according
William Ramsey, a familiar Mahlon Schmidt, Bruce Shore,
is
that
each
college
has
the
privi
of Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Dean Lloyd Bertholf.
face to the present students as Jane Spencer, Eve Tarr, Robert
well as many alumni, is another Leroy Taylor, Harold Tillinghast, lege of selecting the particular Mass.
This new system makes a
educational field they wish con
The Christian Science organiza
instructor at KCVN. The third David Vieria, and Joane Wild.
tinction between a D and an
tributed
to.
The
College
of
the
tion,
at
the
College
of
the
Paci
member of the faculty at KCVN
The new system will start v
is Ken Tatton who is in charge ages, the budget for the depart Pacific has selected South Africa fic who is sponsoring the lecture, A being worth four points. £
for
the
drive's
goal
of
$1000.
cordially
invites
the
students
and
of all engineering, and he man- ment.
will be worth three, C two, i
Medicine, as most of us know, faculty to attend.
is a woefully neglected area in
For further information see D will have one grade point.
this country. In the Union of Carolynn Knauf, Anderson Din F will as usual be zero.
Reserve now for this special
South Africa the ratio of African ing Hall, HOward 3-2488.
Most colleges in southern C
doctors to the population is as
fornia are on the four-point s
great as 1 doctor for every 40,000 years. Therefore, each scholarship tem, and all state colleges will
persons.
commits the Fund to $4,200 per on this system next fall.
The incidence of TB is among student. Only 14 such aids have
the highest in the world. 15,000, been granted since 1949. Certain Into this drive to build the
on the average, die from it in ly, here is a deserving recipient tleship Missouri, but only you
South Africa each year. In 1949 for whatever our school is able put it afloat.
a medical scholarship trust fund to contribute.
The drives commissioner
was established there to provide
The task of supervising solici her staff feel they are promol
scholarships
for
particularly
out
Cross-country sightseeing en route to New
tations and publicity is being
standing candidates for medical carried out by Nancy Grey, Jane a truly worthwhile cause; the
York and Montreal ... and a summer of
73
days
ture education of a few men i
tun in 10 European countries! Personollv
training.
Barrett, Robin Pittman, Marvin women who can, with the s
chaperoned by Mrs. E. A. Le Gros, KKG
$
1
2
4
5
The
African
Medical
Scholar
Taylor; Margot Maier, Dave King,
housemother at San Jose State College.
from San Jose, June 26
ship Trust Fund" is an exceed Barbara Turner, respectively. imparted to them, help tl
For free travel folders write—
ingly expensive program. The an They, however, can play only a country's people on the road
to August 26
nual cost of medical students at small part in putting this drive a health life — a life which
ANDREW W. LERIOS, INC.
the nearest qualified institute, across. Nine-tenths of its success take for granted. With this
ST. CLAIRE HOTEL, SAN JOSE — CY 7-1700
Witwaterstand, is $700 a year. lies in the hands of Pacific stu mind, the question is not, "C
The program of study lasts six dents. Enough planning has gone we afford to give" but, "Can
afford not to give?"

SUMMER SESSION
HELD AT DILLON

f

Pam Morey, 1956 COP Soph Doll
Intercollegiate Soph Hop, March 3rd

More DEAN'S LIST

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
LECTURE MARCH 8

NEW GRADE PT.
SYSTEM START
IN FALL OF 1956

More WUS

COED TOUR
of

EUROPE

WVMltl-factt

on sale march 5-16
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Road
Or what paved the way
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for sixty-one million cars?
WHEN you

drive anywhere in America today
it isn't an adventure.
You no longer jolt down unmarked and un
charted roads in uncertain cars. Roads that
are bottomless mudholes or rock-ribbed ruts.
But your father did. For a mere forty years
ago there were hardly 4,000 miles of paved
roads in this country, and not quite 2,500,000
automobiles to go anywhere on them,
What changed the picture so quickly to
300,000 miles of smooth highways and over
61,000,000 vehicles? For one thing, the simple
need for American business to make a profit.
Example: the automobile manufacturers. Trying to sell more cars and make a profit, they
made constantly better cars. The better the
cars became, the more people bought them.
The more people bought cars, the greater the
need for safe roads. And we built them.
Example: the oil companies. We had to make
a profit, too. So after we refined the gasoline

Raprlnted Iron A Pictorial Hlator, o) tha Autemoblla aa saao In MOTOR
we scraped the bottom of the barrel of crude
oil and made asphalt. At first it was a primitive
black-top that was poured right on the road.
But to sell it in competition with costlier mate
rials, we kept improving it.
Result: today heavy-duty asphalt covers eight
out of every ten miles of American roads. I oday, too, our expanding economy calls for a
third more miles of new and wider highways.

Your taxes will pay for these new roads,
so we hope they're built of asphalt. It does
everything any costlier material does. It
can save you as much as $78,848 per mile.
It's proved itself in paving the way for
sixty-one million cars.
*

*

*

*

YOUR COMMENTS ARE INVITED. Write: The President,

Union OilCompany, Union Oil Bldg.,Los Angeles 17,Calif.

Union Oil Company

OF CALIFORNIA

MANUFACTURERS OF ROVAL TR.TON, THE AMAZ.NU PURPLE MOTOR O-
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CIRCLE NEWS SH
ALPHA THETA TAU

INSTALLS
NEW OFFICERS

Alpha Theta Tau sorority is
presenting their annual Black
February 29, at 9:15 p.m. in
and White Ball tonight. The dance the South Hall lobby, the instal
will feature the music of Pete lation of the new spring semester
Devanis, and will be held in the officers took place. The installing
house. Time of the dance is 9 to officer was the fall semester
12 p.m.
president Ina Fleming.
Chairmen for the dance are:
The new officers are: presi
decorations, Tudy Hagstrom; re dent, Tommy Kay Hall; vice presi
A poem read by Jackie Chong,
freshments, Sally King; music, dent, Gwen Pearce; secretary, followed by the passing of candy
Sharon Eggerts; and bids, Janet Sue Scrivner; treasurer, Page
announced to the girls of South
Fink.
Godbe; house managers, Linda
Hall
Monday night that Linda
Alpha Theta Tau had a West Fulcher and Meredith Hinze; his
ern breakfast exchange with Ar- torian, Sue Hale; freshman repre Jacobsen was pinned to Herb
chania on Wednesday evening, sentatives, Nancy Achilles and Robinson.
February 29. * Everyone was Virginia Woods; sophomore rep
Linda is a freshman majoring
dressed in typical western styles, resentatives, Anne Talbot and in primary education. She comes
and after the breakfast, a square Dorothy Addington; junior repre from Lafayette. Herb is a senior
dance was held.
sentatives, Roberta Whale and Liz and majoring in business admin
Qarley; senior representatives. istration. He is a member of Al
Margaret
Kidd
and
Debbie pha Kappa Phi.
OMEGA PHI ALPHA Brooks.
The Mothers Club of Omega
The committee heads for instal
Phi Alpha had open house on
lation were: flowers, Martha
Saturday evening, February 25.
Wendling; greeter, Jackie Chong.
An auction was held to raise
refreshments, Liz Rayl and Anna
money for the house. Mrs. E.
Miller; set up, Linda Jacobsen
Marden, mother of Jack Marden
A pink candle, decorated with
and clean up, Roxie Havstad
of San Jose, acted as auctioneer.
Frances Peterson was in charge carnations at Tau Kappa Kappa,
announced the pinning of Bar
The auction was very success of getting the gift for Ina.
bara Bain to George Hughes.
ful, for it was reported that al
most $100 was taken in. Shortly
Barbara, who is from Wasco,
before the open house, Mrs. Es
is treasurer of Tau Kappa Kap
ther Bloom donated a trophy cab
pa, a member of the "Y," and the
inet to the house.
Central Wesley Fellowship, and

CSTA HOLDS H
SCHOOL CONFj

Linda-Herb
Pinned

Barbara-George
Pinned

Mickie-T om
Pinned
Mickie Hartung, who attended
College of the Pacific last sem
ester and lived in West Hall, is
pinned to Tom Manning, a mem
ber of Alpha Kappa Lambda.
Mickie was a freshman from
Whittier. She belonged to the
chapel committee and choir. Tom,
who is from Richmond, is a junior
and is majoring in engineering.
He has belonged to the chapel
choir and engineering club.

DEBATE SCHEDULE
BUSY IN SPRING

On Saturday, February 25,
California Student Teachers
sociation held a student coi
ence here on campus. This
ference was one of three w
are held each year for the
school California Education Cl
and was sponsored by the (
fornia Teachers Association.
The program in the morr
was opened by a welcome fi
Mel Nicherson and John Tut
Dr. Wilber Moser gave a si
talk on the profession of te;
ing; this was followed by st
discussion groups.
In the afternoon there wa
general session held, at wi
Robert Rees, CTA officer, sp
on "Why we have California E
cation Clubs." Then Mr. Art:
Farey gave his reading on
'Celebrated Jumping Frog
Calaveras County." Follow
this there was an inventory pa
made up of CSTA members,
by Darrell Crawford.

This semester's Pacific debate
squad, numbering six members,
is again preparing early for a
busy spring debate schedule.
The somewhat reduced number
of participants, below last sem
ester's representation of about
twelve, includes the senior men's
team of David King and John
Varner, and the senior women's
Last Tuesday, February 28,
The new COP catalog is sched has been in chapel choir. She is team of Jane Curry and Susan dining hall was the site of
TAU KAPPA KAPPA uled for publication about the mid a junior and majoring in primary Vanderlaan.
preparatory dinner held for
All four are experienced deba purpose of acquainting the
education.
die
of
April,
and
several
changes
Tau Kappa Kappa was hostess
ters — but Miss Vanderlaan being student soliciters with the sig
George is a transfer from Da
to a group of alumnae at their have been made in the new addi
in their second season of foren- icance of the World Univertion.
weekly house meeting on Thurs
vis. He is a junior majoring in
sics at Pacific. Miss Vanderlaan Service drive, coming next w.
day, February 23. About fifteen
Mr. Richard Reynolds, chair secondary education and is ,a
has been active in debate here and to provide a briefing on It
alumnae were present at tlje man of the art department is member of Alpha Kappa Phi
since 1953.
to approach people successfti
meeting. They donated a painting working on a new cover design, fraternity.
Two additional members, round for contributions.
by Mrs. White, of Stockton, to there will also be a colored plate
ing out the sextet, are Mel NickerThe Soliciter's Banquet v
the house.
among the eight pictures in the Volleyball Play Day
son, PSA President and outstand presided over by President R
book, twice as many as the pres
ing orator, and Gale Jordan, re ert E. Burns and featured
ent catalog.
COP's feminine athletes took a
cent
male lead in "Death of a guest speaker, David Leveri:
During the period of use of the trip to Sacramento Saturday and Salesman."
regional secretary for WUS. 5
Dr. Donald Robertson, retired new two-year catalog, 600 to 700 entered in the volleyball play day
In preparation for the forth Levering and his tips to the sol
physician from Modesto, spoke new students will be admitted at Sacramento Junior College.
at Chapel on February 28. Dr. and the college is having printed Ten coeds, with Miss Sheldon, coming debate tournament at ters were very well received. I
Robertson's topic was "Should 17,500 copies to meet the demand were fed, entertained, and met on Pepperdine College, March 9-10. ing a fine job in organizing
My Religion Show?" A Cappella since in the past two years, 12,500 the field of play with Davis, Mo the squad has been debating banquet were Mary Ann Tutl
teams from Fresno State, Stock and Cynthia Cobb.
Choir sang.
desto, Sierra and Chico.
catalogs have been sent out.
ton J. College, and Sacramento
$105 was collected at the Wl
Those who made up the COP State.
banquet.
team were Sylvia Heu, captain
Dean Betz, debate coach, has
PB B
for the day, Doni Capillo, Carol stated he expects to have the
Jacobson, Darlene Olsen, Carolyn group 'in top shape' for the meet Tournament in April, to wli
the College of the Pacific \
Rhodes, Margie Stone, Kim Shin- in Los Angeles.
again play host this year.
taku, Micky Babb, Norma SuaPlans are now also being made
rez, and Barbara Turner.
for the National Pi Kappa Delta

NEW CATALOGUE
SET FOR PACIFIC

WUS Banquet
Held Tuesday

CHAPEL

Sunshine SPECIAL for
SPRINGTIME SPARKLE
Custom $12.50

SOCIAL...
. . .CALENDA

Cold Wove
NOW

*7.77

T H E N E W C O T T O N S A T MARLENE'E
ARE O U T O F T H I S W O R L D .

Free Consultation

W E HAVE T H E S N A P P I E S T

with MR. PAT

STYLES Y O U C O U L D W A N T .
THE COTTON SKIRT AND

Phones:

BLOUSE C O M B I N A T I O N ARE

HO 6-7555

J U S T T H E T H I N G FOR Y O U .

HO 6-9771

•
10% DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS
USE YOUR CHARGE A C C O U N T
4th FLOOR

Dunlap's Beauty Salon

MAIN and HUNTER

2 hours free parking any lot in town

HO 6-7555

SEE A L L T H E N E W E S T T H I N G S
AT

Ma/Uesietl

/liifiGA&l

2345 Pacific Avenue

MARCH 2 — MARCH 8
FRIDAY, MARCH 2
Pacific Theatre
'Imaginary Invalid"
SATURDAY, MARCH 3
Pacific Theatre
"Imaginary Invalid"
Pacific Associates meeting
Soph Doll Dance
MONDAY, MARCH 5
WUS Drive opens
TUESDAY, MARCH 6
WUS Chapel
Recital
COP-Fresno State here
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 7
WUS
THURSDAY, MARCH 8
WUS Auction
President's Convocation

ORUM ARTS . . .

FRIDAY, MARCH 2
Pacific Theatre
"Imaginary Invalid" 8:30
SATURDAY, MARCH 3
Pacific Theatre
"Imaginary Invalid" 8:30 ]
TUESDAY, MARCH 6
Chapel and Newman Club 11:
THURSDAY, MARCH 8
President's Convocation 11 <

Poge Fhre

COLLEGE WEEK IN HAWAII Student Recital
SET FOR EASTER WEEK
Tuesday, March 6

College men and women are the objects of a new type of tour
to Hawaii now being promoted by Pan American World Airwavs
The first student recital of the
on west coast campuses. It is called the annual "College Week" semester will be presented on
tour, especially designed for students in their Easter vacation March 6 at 8:15 in the Conserva
tory.
periods.
"College Week" combines a"*"
The program is as follows:
regular type of one-week tour to
Sonata in A minor—Opus 36

Hawaii with a full program of
planned events, at low overall
costs.
Events include swimming, skin
diving, surfboard riding, sailing,
fishing, tennis, golf, volley ball,
picnics, dancing and moonlight
catamaran sailboat rides.
Arrangements on this end are
made via Pan American by cam
pus representatives and travel
1 agents in the different university
locales. Beachside hotels have cof operated in special low rates for
the boy and girl students.

Student Teachers
Fill 13 Schools

Dr. Willis N. Potter, head of
the secondary education program
has announced that there is a
total of 38 student-teachers this
semester working for their sec
ondary education
credentials.
Twenty-two are candidates for
general secondary credentials, and
sixteen are candidates for special
secondary credentials, eight of
these being in music and eight in
art, physical education, or homemaking.
These student-teachers are do
ing practice teaching in ten sec
ondary schools and three elemen
tary schools in Stockton and San
Joaquin county. Most of them
will remain in the same schools
throughout the semester.
The student-teachers for this
semester are Robert Badger, Jan
et Baun, Frank Bevilaqua, Doug
las Breien, Frances Butterbaugh,
Robert Costen, Richard Dokey,
Arthur Dull, Georgia "Dyherberg,
Joel Evans, Jane Fiscfibeck, La
Verne Frick, Elaine Goodale, Wal
ter Harvey, William Hecomovich,
J. Glenn Koyl, Betty Lewis, Hen
rietta Lopez, Marian Meadowcroft, Elizabeth Milhaupt, Philip
Miyamoto, Doyne Mraz, John
Rich, Wayne Richards, Edward
Rosas, Jimmie Timms, David
Vieira, Nancy Wadman, Henry
Welch, Donald Zuckswert, Debor
ah Brooks, J. Darrell Crawford,
Vincent Gomez, Philip Hardymon,
Donald Olson, Catalina Repollo,
Paul Slattery, and Joan Wintermantel.
College supervisors for the stu
dent-teachers are Mrs. Eleanor
Norton, Miss Elizabeth Matson,
Dr. Fox, Professor Esser, and
Dr. Potter.

The Hawaii tour has been set
for four different periods, to accommodate the varying times of
spring vacations on different
campuses: March 11-17; March
18-24; March 25-31; and April 1-7.
Schedule of events for College
Week includes the following: On
Mondays a college day on the
beach with music and singing and
dancing to Hawaiian music in the
afternoon. This offers an op
portunity for members of the
tour, both men and women, to
meet each other.
On Tuesdays there is a cata
maran ride on Waikiki waters un
der the stars and/or moon. The
double-hulled, light-draft catamar
ans can skim the waves at speeds
up to 20 mph.
On Wednesdays comes a "luau"
or Polynesian-style feast, featur
ing Hawaiian food and hula dan
cers.
Thursdays feature a hula dance
show„ tennis and volley ball tour
naments.
Fridays are the times for the
gala college week dances, cli
maxing the week's program.
The tour, including six nights
in Hawaii, can be made for an
average of $300 for roundtrip air
transportation from Seattle, Port
land, San Francisco, or Los An
geles, hotel room costs and trans
fers from airport to hotels. This
does not include costs of meals,
but does include tax.
Flight to Hawaii and back is
Ten COP students jumped
via Pan American's de luxe "from the frying pan into the
double-decked Clippers, which of
fire" this semester and are cur
fer either day or night flights.
rently practice teaching at ele
mentary and secondary schools
in Stockton and outlying areas.
Pearl Piper, placement secre
tary, reports the following student
The nineteenth annual Nor teachers:
Nancy Abbott, 3rd and 4th
thern High School State Speech
Adams School,
Tournament was held on the Col grades, John
Elliott
Adkinsson,
lege of the Pacific campus on Stockton;
Saturday, February 25. Twenty- chemistry, American River Junior
seven Northern and Central Cali College, Del Paso Heights; Doris
fornia high schools were repre Hitch Berscheid, 4th grade, Elmsented by approximately 125 con wood School, Stockton; Regina
Feltz, 1st grade, McKinley School,
testants.
The tournament was divided in Stockton; Helen Germain, 1st
to two sections, debate and radio. grade, Antioch-Live Oak School
Miss Loris Bringleson of Ripon District, Antioch; Claire Herring,
High School won 1st place in the substitute, Stockton; Ivan Hitt,
girls debate section, and Clayton 6th grade, Needham School, Lodi;
Morgareidge of Downey High Joyce Lellman, 1st grade, Mo
School, Modesto, won in the boys desto; Gloria Little, substitute,
Stockton; LaVonne S i e f k e n
section.
In the debate division, Fremont Smith, 1st grade, Davis School,
High School of Sunnyvale was San Joaquin County.
flte 1st place winner. Ripon High
School, whose instructor was
once a COP student, was runnerup.

STUDENT TEACHERS
FILL TEN POSITIONS

HI SCHOOL DEBATE
ATTENDED BY 125

The tournament was judged by
Stockton College and College of
fhe Pacific faculty members and
sPeech students.
i

Grlei
Allegro agitato
Lee Tonner, Cello
Patricia Stevens, Piano
Serenade No. 10 in B flat
for 13 wind instruments
Mozart
Oboe
George Cunha, Bill Taylor
Bassoon
Steve Zajec, Faye Barnes
Clarinet
ltay Uppert, John Rando
Contrabass Clarinet
John Sylvester
Basset Horn
John TeSelle, BUI Saunders
French Horn
Rod Swearingen, David TeSelle,
Larry Clark, Debbie Brooks

The next musical program to be
NEW MEMBERS OF PHI SIGMA TAU, honor philosophy so
offered will be the fifth faculty ciety, are from left to right: top row, Peter Knoles, Lloyd Thorsen,
recital, featuring Miss Bowling Clarence Irving, Joel Andres, Tom Murphy, Dr. A1 Painter; bottom
and Mr. Shadbolt. It will be pre row, Dr. Tully Knoles, Dr. Neitman, Neal Fawcett, Arlene Gray.
sented on Tuesday, March 13, at
8:15.

NEW PHILOSOPHY SOC.
BAB BE-Q, SONG FEST INSTALLED ON CAMPUS

AT DAD'S PT. MAR. 9

A bar-b-que and song fest will
be held on March 9 at Dad's
Point. The function will be joint
ly sponsored by the Presbyterian,
Grace, and Central college youth
groups. It is open to all youth
fellowships, and all others who
wish to attend.
Notices about the bar-b-que will
be posted on the PSA bulletin
board and in Anderson Y. See
Peggy Gould at South Hail, and
Nancy Ure at Tau Kappa Kappa
for further information.
The regular Sunday night meet
ing of the Presbyterian college
group will be held this Sunday at
the First Presbyterian Church.
The topic for discussion will be
Jesus Christ; the discussion will
be led by Rev. James Baird. Cars
will leave South Hall at 5:15 p.m.

FRAT RUSHING
College of the Pacific's four
fraternities held "rush" dinners
this week as the second phase of
acquainting unaffiliated men stu
dents with the Greek letter socie
ties.
"Open house" was held last
week to allow investigation of
the living groups.
Forty students registered in
the Dean of Men's office to at
tend the dinners.
The dinners in order this week
were sponsored by Rho Lambda
Phi, Alpha Kappa Lambda, Ome
ga Phi Alpha, and Alpha Kappa
Phi.
Official fraternity sign-up data
was not available at press time.

Phi Sigma Tau is a brand new philosophy honor society.
Out of the 2,049 colleges in the nation only 235 meet the
requirements. Pacific is one of the seventeen in the nation
that have charter chapters.
In order to join, a student must not only do well in
philosophy hut also be eligible to be graduated from his
college with honors.
The national chapter of Phi Sigma Tau is called the
laurate chapter, and only fifty people can be elected to
this chapter in the nation. Dr. Tully Knoles was the first
of the fifty to he elected.

RECREATION ROOM
BUILT IN NO. HALL

The new officers of North Hall
are busy preparing house rules
which will be presented to the
hall late in March. The new offi
cers are: Emil Datola, president;
Clyde Conner, vice-president; and
If the weather is the same in
Glen Davidson, secretary-treasur
Hawaii the year around how do
er.
New benches are being built by they start a conversation?
2019 PACIFIC AVE.

gay

vibrant
party
dresses
Boufant
and billowy
or slim
and
sophisticated

Teacher Candidates
Attention

It is important that all teach
er candidates get in touch with
the college placement office
immediately concerning cam
pus interviews. The placement
office is located in room 105a,
Administration building.

Again On Sale March 5 - 76

Mr. Troutner, with the help of
some of the house members, and
"will be placed along the entrance
hall.
Ping pong tables have been or
dered and are to be placed in the
new recreation room. This room
was built by Mr. Troutner.

Knobby has
the
party
dress
you'll
love.
sizes 7-15
or
sizes 8-18
from 14.98 to 89.95
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Bengal Splashers Meet California Tues. USF Trounces COP
Lack Of Depth Will Hurt Tiger Team Russell Standout

SPORT UTES...

BY STOLTZ

USF clinched the California
College of the Pacific's swim to Smith in this event.
Basketball Association title and
mers host University of Califor
Bob Hardman and Stan Pedder became the nation's all-time winThe Tiger Basketball team has helped to end Coach Van
nia Tuesday afternoon in the sea in the sprints, and distance man
ningest team by defeating College Sweet's fourth basketball-season at Pacific in a happy note. After
son opener for both teams. The Bruce Shore complete the ag
of the Pacific 87-49 last Tuesday
Sweet's hanging in effigy because of losing to San Jose last month,
dual meet will start at 3:30 p.m g r e g a t i o n t h a t K j e l d s e n w i l l
night before 4500 fans at Kezar
in the Pacific pool.
the ball club got together and decided it was about time they
throw against California Tuesday.
In quoting his team's chances Britt Vail will add depth in the Pavillion in San Francisco.
played as a team.
John
Thomas
for
the
Tigers
hit
for victory, Tiger mentor Chris backstroke for future meets as
No doubt, if the boys had seen the light a little sooner, they
for 16 points and played and out
Kjeldsen stated, "I don't know soon as basketball season is over.
could have bettered their season's record, to date, of 14 wins and
standing
ball
game.
The
Don's
much about the California boys,
11.losses. This record is far better than Van's record of 3-21 in 1952,
Bill Russell played up to his Ailbut I do know that Pacific will
9-17 in 1953, 11-15 in 1954, and with the strong finish of the squad
Block
P
Makes
Plans
American
ratings
and
hit
for
28
be considerably weaker than last
in winning 8 of the last 10 games it indicates that this team had
points. His defensive talents still
year's team, which had a 6-3 sea
The College of Pacific Letter- hampered the Tigers as it did in the potential for a better season. The game with Fresno State
son record."
should add another win to the Tiger record.
men's organization is preparing
Two of last year's stars, Breck itself for the annual Spring Box their previous meeting.
In the early part of the season, the Bengals had a hard time
The
COP
quintet
felt
that
the
Green and Dickson Hoogs, have ing Show, which will take place
holding
the lead in the dying moments of the game. Chico State,
graduated. Bob Gaughran, who around the latter part of April. Dons played one of their best Loyola, and two of the games in the All-American City Tournament
games against them and that they
scored 66 points for the Bengals
President Tom Perry, staff, and will have no trouble in gaining found the COP five coming out on the short end of the score in
last year, will not participate to
the waning minutes. Wins in these games would have given the
members are hoping for a bigger the NCAA championship.
day because of a temporary ill
Tigers a much better record.
*
and better show than last Spring's
Next
Tuesday
night
the
Tigers
ness which will keep him out of
The
worst
the
Tigers
should
do
this
season in League Playshow.
will meet Fresno State College
action for at least 10 days.
Also pending is a Basketball here at Pacific's gymnasium at is a three-way tie for second place. If St. Mary's and Loyola both
Coach Kjeldsen stated that
lose their remaining games the Bengals would be all alone in the
game between the San Jose State
most of today's points should Block letter society vs COP Block 8:00 p.m. This is a very import second place spot. Being in the same league with the USF Dons,
ant
game
for
Pacific
because
a
come from the efforts of Chris
letter society. It is doubtful, how win will put them in a tie for second place is the best that can be expected.
Greene in the breastsroke, Roger
Next year the Bengal team has the potential to be the best
ever, at this late date whether the second place with Loyola of Los
Moreau in the sprints, Bob Tay
team
that Coach Sweet has ever had the chance to coach here at
game will be played.
Angeles. In their last meeting
lor in the distance races, and Ron
The society has been reviewing with Fresno, Pacific won by a COP. With the return of John Thomas, Dave Davis, Britt Vail,
Smith in the diving event.
the system of Awards at Pacific. large margin. The Tigers' Don Ed Holliday and Paul Williams, the Tigers have the nucleus of a
Kjeldsen feels that a special
They are contemplating whether Brownfield also set a new CBA team that could end up with the CBA Championship.
effort from Green could produce
revision of the standards for record in this contest for racking
Up from the Freshman Team will be three boys who will add
a new school record in the 200
the receiving of Athletic awards up 42 points.
a lot of talent to the squad. If he can adjust to the senior circuit,
yard breastsroke, since Green set
is worthy of immediate action, if
This will be Pacific's last home Maurice Jones should move into one of starting guard positions. Sid
the present record of 242.9 last
any at all.
and
league game of the season. Smith and Don Cockburn are two boys that can score, and with a
year as a freshman. He has swum
As far as the records stand this little growth could develop into top players for COP.
it less than that several times in
Ken Flaig, with three years of experience behind him in JC and
year's team has been the best
practice.
here at COP in the last few years the service, will no doubt move into a starting position. Jim Choate,
The only newcomer to this
Tommy Harmon, of football with a 14-won and 11-loss record who sat out this season, will give added depth and possibly could
year's Bengal squad is Bob Demove into a starting guard position. Although the team's height
Martin, a freshman diver from fame, visited the Rho Lambda so far this year.
average
is around the 6' 4" mark, they still lack the "Big Man"
Fresno, who will give added depth Phi house last night to discuss
which most successful college teams have as a must for a well-bal
future plans with the house mem
SPORTS QUIZ
anced attack.
bers concerning Phi Delta Theta,
COP's chance to be one of the top teams on the coast is en
Bd. of Athletic Control of which Tommy is an alumni.
1. Q. What two prominent bas
hanced by the graduation of the three USF stalwarts, K. C. Jones,
Mr.
Harmon
was
in
Stockton
ketball
giants
will
play
against
College of the Pacific students,
Bill Russell, and Hal Perry. Even with these men gone, the Hillwho are interested in athletics, to make the award to the most each other March 31?
toppers still have Carl Boldt, Mike Farmer, Gene Brown and a
outstanding
athlete
in
this
area
may have wondered who or whom
A. Dayton's 7 foot Bill Uhl strong bench that could produce more top ballplayers.
last
year,
the
award
being
spon
sets the schedules, plans the bud
and USF's 6'10" Bill Russell in
ALL-LEAGUE TEAM
sored by the Jesters Club.
East-West basketball game.
gets, and handles the financial
The All-League Team in the California Basketball Association
problems of the athletic teams.
2. Q. In what outdoor sport did would place right along with the rest of the All-League Teams
These tasks and many others RANGERS NEEDED
a plumber win the national cham picked in the United States.
are ruled upon by the Athletic
Pacific seniors who want to pionship in 1954?
From USF, you would have to pick Bill Russell, K. C. Jones
Board of Control. The board con work with people, and who also
A. Guy Zimmerman, Danville, and Hal Perry. John Thomas from our own COP will no doubt
sists of three student representa like out-of-doors occupations are
California, in horseshoes.
receive one of the other positions. John has had a very good season
tives: Student Body President the kind of men the state of Cali
3. Q. What COP player just in his record year of CBA play. Jones, Russell and Perry need no
Mel Nickerson, Block "P" Presi fornia is looking for to be state
explanation. Although Jones and Perry are not high scorers they
signed a pro football contract?
dent Tom Perry, and Don Pierce park rangers.
are the boys who apply the pressure when the Dons bear down. It
A.
A.
D.
Williams,
Los
Angeles
who is appointed by the student
State park ranger I positions
is no wonder the Dons are leading the nation in total defense.
1
body president. Five Faculty offer permanent employment in Rams.
For the other position you would have to consider COP's Dave
members: Dr. Emerson Cobb California's state park system,
4. Q. What Milwaukee Brave
chairman of the board and head which includes many of the fan stayed up all night to buy Davis who has been playing top notch ball for the Tigers since the
of the chemistry department; Dr. state's outstanding scenic, histor the first ticket for the season's All-American City Tournament in December. However the fifth
position will probably go to either Odell Johnson or Mike WadWalter Knox, head of the P.E. ic, and recreational areas. Oppor opener?
worth of St. Mary's. These two men have sparkplugged their team
department; Dean Edward Betz; tunities for promotion are good,
A. Who cares!!
all season long. Tom Crane of San Jose and Tom Salvino of Loyola
Dean Mark Jantzen; and Richard and lead to administrative posi
5.
Q. Who was the COP football also deserve some mention.
Reynolds, heads of the Art de tions in the state division of
player shaken up one night last SCHOOL SPIRIT
partment. Two alumni members, beaches and parks.
week while practicing in the hills
Mariett Stark and-Floyd Russell
It seems to this writer, that lack of school attendance at sport
The position has a starting sal
and two Board of Trustee mem ary of $325 a month. Applications for the Pan American road races? ing events of the College of the Pacific lies in the fact that we have
A. Roger Linn, Rhizomia's an
bers, Simpson Homage and Wil for the examination, which will
too small a student body to actively support 9 different athletic
swer to Barney Oldfield.
teams.
liam Orvis.
be given March 31, must be filed
The Athletic Board meets four by March 9. Seniors may take the
On any college campus you have many factions in the student
or five times a year. The next test, but they must produce evi CIVIL SERVICE JOBS body, such as the dramatic group, the music group, the group who
meeting will probably be some dence of graduation before they
has no interest at all, the sports fans, and the usual amount of
There is an urgent need for girls who have no sports interests.
time in March.
are eligible for employment.
chemists, mathematicians, metal
Take a percentage of these people and see how many are inter
lurgists, physicists, and electronic
ested in how many different sports. Split this percentage of people
scientists in the Washington DC
up and you'll find out, of a student body of 1,200, perhaps 700
area, the United States Civil Ser
Wh° support as many as 9 sports teams. At the most you'll
vice Commission has announced. find 500 to 600 who like one sport.
Vacancies are in various federal
•
booking at it objectively, it's not possible to support the team
agencies and pay salaries ranging
in the manner in which the school and the rally committee would
rom $4,345 to $11,610 a year.
TENNIS
like.

TOMMY HARMON

— Spring Sports Supplies
BADMINTON
GOLF

mi

DENIMS DIRTY?

SHIRTS SLOPPY?

The Man To See Is . . .

SWIMMING

BILLSLOSS
Campus Representative

DRIVE-IN

CLEANERS
1608 PACIFIC AVE.

Next to EI Dorado School

COP vs. FRESNO
TUESDAY, MAR. 1st
Pacific Pavilion
COP Campus

TI
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TIGERS TRACK OUTLOOK BETTER
STRONG IN RUNNING EVENTS

STANFORD DOWNS PACIFIC IN OPENER
COACH PREDICTS 50-50 SEASON

Frosh End Season
MVP To Be Announced

The College of the Pacific fresh
Last Tuesday the Tiger base ' shortstop, Don Bossert. outfield.
man basketball team completed
Mason Hoburg, outfield.
ball team got off to an unfortun
its 1955-56 season on-February 21,
Coach Skip Rowland is quite
ate, but not unexpected, start for
with its second loss to the Santa
optimistic in his predictions that
their 1956 season by losing to a
Clara frosh, 73-44.
COP will win at least half of the
strong Stanford nine. 54).
The previous weekend, the
remaining games. He says there
Even in losing, however, the is no reason for the team not to
Baby Bengals also suffered a loss
to the Pacific Athletic Club, in a Bengal nine looked much strong win as long as the opponents are
closely contested battle. 64-55, er than they have for many a of equal caliber. The players
only to bounce back next Satur game. Three Tiger pitchers al , share this feeling of optimism.
day night with a decisive win lowed seven hits while only one
Coach Rowland has played proei hteen years.
over the Yuba City High School error was committed by Pacific (essjonai ^nwhail He also coached
•he cindermen will have eight
Another transfer from Stockton team, 55-37.
during the entire game. The TI- baseball and football at a high
0, the ten lettermen from last College that will be doing a lot of
gers collected five hits but were ^jjool in Long Beach. He will be
SCORING STATISTICS
v( jj. returning and will have some broad jumping for the tigers is
The season ended, thus leaving -not able to space them close backfield coach for Tiger footacjitional strength from Junior Gene Campbell. Campbell placed the Frosh with a 3-11 record for enough to score a run.
J
Varsity this fall when he
• Qege transfers and freshmen. 6th in the state meet last year the season, several boys can look
This year about thirty men' finishes his baseball coaching
1 letterman to keep your eye with a leap of 22 feet 6 inches. forward to playing varsity ball turned out for baseball. This has chores.
0i is Jack Marden in the half He also clears the high jump bar next year. It seems that the ab been narrowed down to a tenta-1
Tomorrow the Pacific Tigers go
jrje and the mile run. He will at 5 feet 10 inches.
sence of the injured Maurice tive traveling team of twenty forth to battle with the Cal AgThe rest of the squad is made Jones, who had a fourteen point which includes Jim Reynosa, 2nd gies at Davis where they hope to
b. out to better the school records
o 1.56.5 in the half mile and up of Charles Murray, a pole average, might have well been a base, Ruben Gutierrez, outfield, end their rather long losing
vaulter, Ray Smith, a miler, and deciding factor in the cagers Chuck Chatfield, 3rd base, Galen streak.
4 13.2 in the mile.
Jeorge Lane, the "iron man" Marvin Tuffs and John Williams, showing this season. Sid Smith, Laack, outfield, Ron Stark, out
The home game schedule for
0 the team, will be out to set a sprinters.
team captain and high scorer, field, Wayne Segale, pitcher, Jim the rest of the season Is as fol
The 1956 track schedule is as with 212 points, for a 15.1 aver Collins, pitcher, Bob Lee, catcher, lows:
n shot put record, the old one
March 9—Sacramento State
b |ng 52 feet 14 inches. Lane last follows:
age, along with Don Cockburn and Tom Green, catcher, from last
March 1-2—Interclass
March 16—College of Sequoias
:>{son broadjumped 21 feet 8
also a major threat to the oppo year's varsity. New team mem
March 8-9—Intramural
March 17—Cal Aggies (2)
iijhes, high jumped 5 feet 7
sition with a 14.9 point average, bers are Lee Allerdice, catcher,
March 10 — Olympic develop will be playing with the Pacific Del Whittier, pitcher, Hal Barnet,
April 6—Portland
It flies, ran the high hurdles in
April 17—San Jose
13, threw the javelin 143 feet ment all comers meet, here.
varsity in the Pacific Athletic pitcher, Ken Uselton, pitcher,
April 21—U.S.F. (2)
March 17—San Francisco State, A s s o c i a t i o n t o u r n a m e n t n e x t Frank Lowry, pitcher, Ed Sowash,
1 inches, and put the shot 50
April 25—Parks Air Force Base
here
month. These boys are also as 1st base, Bob Sartwell, 3rd base,
fk
April 27—Nevada (2)
March 24 — at California aggies sured of plenty of action in their Bob Hubb, shortstop, Gil Toso,
Other letterman to be out on
April 7 — California Poly and three remaining years at Pacific.
t fe oval are Clyde Conner, who
; the hurdles in 15.5 and 24.8, Westmont of Santa Barbara at AWARDS GIVEN
SHOW STUDENT BODY CARDS
Daniel, who throws the dis- San Luis Obispo
The Tigers frosh mentor, "Lef
GO IN AT JUNIOR PRICES
April 14 — USF, here
c|s 139 feet 4 inches and pole
ty" Stern, has announced that the
April 17 — Chico, here
i mlts 11 feet 6 inches, Gene Pefollowing boys will receive awards
April 21 — at Sacramento State for freshman basketball; Don
tjrson, a 5 foot 10 inch high
HOWARD
April 27—Nevada, here
Cockburn, Dave Helbert, Maurice
j piper and 20 foot 4 inch broad
Jones, Frank Lowery, Bill Mc
iREATER.
Gregor, Mike Mathis, Bob Nicholls, Sid Smith, and Gil Toso.
MAIN ST. And SAN JOAQUIN *
These boys along with Clyde ConThe intramural track meet will
ners, assisting coach; and Adrian
It held Thursday, March 8 and
LAST
"THE BENNY GOODMAN STORY'
Vera, manager, will be honored
riday, March 9. Starting time
The Pacific ruggers, after los at a dinner given by Omega Phi
TWO DAYS!
and "RED SUNDOWN"
ill be 4:00 P.M. on Thursday and
:30 P.M. on Friday. The varsity ing soundly to a very well coor on March 8, 1956, at which time
•ack team has a meet on March dinated Stanford group 28-12, the Most Valuable Player award
), so varsity track team mem- came back to defeat the Olympic will be given. The team members
trs will not be eligible to com- Club by the narrow margin of voted on this award at a past sea
son meeting.
ete in the intramural meet,
14-11. Then while playing the
here will be individual trophies
tr 14 first place winners. No world champion California Bears
ne will be allowed to enter more in a confusion of rain, mud, and
nan three events. The order of referees, lost another, this time
vents is posted on the intra 11-3. Palo Alto was next for the
By CLARK KENT
dural bulletin board in the gym- shivering and slipping Tigers and
Last Wednesday night, North
for
the
second
game
in
a
row
asium.
the rains came down to beat the Hall of the American league
soundly beat A.K.L. 53-17, making
ruggers by a score of 6-3.
their record only 39 games short
In beating the Olympic Club
of the University of San Fran
the rugged 15 looked exception
cisco Dons world record.
The College of the Pacific 1956 ally sharp with Bass, SwearinThe game was a thriller from
Jolf Team will play their first gen, and Larschied doing most of the opening whistle and it was
(ame next month. The time and the scoring on long runs and pen played before a standing room
'lace is not known because the alty kicks.
only crowd, as the bleachers
,'olf schedule has not been re
The heavy fellows in the scrum were not pulled out. North Hall
leased.
like Timms, Cahill, Fairley, and as usual started out very high,
This year's golf team will be Denton have out pushed, with ex but by the end of the first quartei
jed again by Bob Badger, the ception of California, every other they were all sober and playing
California Association Golf Cham scrum they have played against good basketball. High scores for
and with more experience and the evening went to George Lane
pion of 1955.
possibly
a little more food should and Jack Meeks with 14 points
The Clubmen have a total of
develop into a good destructive each. Next week North Hall
14 matches on their schedule this
plays A.K.L. again for the cham
year which includes most of the unit.
The fighting Star of "TO HIU AND »A«"
pionship of the American league.
schools in the CBA and most of
Having 4 home games under
If they win their next game
the service teams around this their belt the Hungrys now go
they will then play Rhizomia who
area.
on the road to greener pastures
is also undefeated in the National
. The 1956 COP golf team will to finish out the remaining 5
League for the Intra Mural
be composed of Don Hall, Bob games, traveling first to Stanford
Championship honors.
co summo
Badger, Hank Wegener, Mike and then to UCLA.
Mathis, Dick Crane and Bill Ja«T0MMY RAIL-HOWARD ST. JOHN-CHICO VEIAR-ART ARAGON-CISCO ANDRADE
eobs. if there are any men on
HIBBS-*—.»WK Sna «-.**HW ROSBIKK • A UNIVERSAL INTEftNATlONAL PICTURE
the campus who are interested in
he college of the Pacific track
looks like they will have a
!'Th brighter season this year.
Lch Charlie Richesin, the
Baal's head track coach, thinks
Z t the men in orange and black
i better four school records this
lefeon. Coach Richesin is replacZ; Earl Jackson who retired
being track mentor for

.. J

jumper, Tom Perry, a 15.0 and
24.4 hurdler, and Willard Schoellerman, who runs a 51.7 440, and
Les Dabritz, a distance runner.
The junior college transfers
will include Charlie Curtis from
Stockton College, who will be out
to break coach Richesin's school
record of 9:55.8 in the two mile.
Coach Richesin set the record in
1949.

w

5-2629

Ruggers Win I; Lose 2
Swearingen-Bass Shine

Intramural Track

STARTS SUNDAY AT 11:00 A.M.

Intramural Playoff
North Hall vs. AKL

aolfers Working Out
Jadger Leads Squad

He had the
FACE OF A KID..
THE PUNCH
OF A KILLER!

£tawu*if

i

AUDIE MURPHY
BARBARA RUSH

I

competing on the golf team please
contact Coach Van Sweet as soon
as Possible, for he is still looking
f°r additional golfers to strength
en this year's team.
The team will practice and
Play their matches at the Swenson Park Golf course. The Stock
ton Recreation Department is al
lowing the team to practice free
°t charge at Swenson during the

week.

A

FOR RIP-ROARING REFRESHMENT

JEFF MORROW JOHN MclNTIRE

— SECOND FEATURE —

REMEMBER

THE END ZONE

-

\

>

_ YOUR ON-CAMPUS REFRESHMENT CENTER —

BARBARA STANWYCK
FRED MacMURRAY • JOHN BENNETT

"THERE'S ALWAYS TOMORROW"
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ON THE AIR
By LIZ LASKIN

Confused Values

KCVN-FM proudly presents i|
spring semester staff: statio
manager, Mike O'Connor; pri
gram director, Mike Mathis; coi
tinuity director, Virginia Woods
chief announcer, Pat Francois
promotion
director,
Chuc:
Speake; music librarian, Marilyi
Peterson.

In view of the recent concern
tration on Band Frolic and the
expression in your editorial con
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific Student Association.
cerning the "lack of cooperation"
Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post Office, Stockton, California,
under the Act of March 3, 1879.
What is a liberal education? from the faculty, I think it would
One source states that it should be wise for the students of Paci
Editor SALLY POST
be a training, not in religion or fic to examine the purpose of a
Business M a n a g e r
GEORGE FASEL
morality, not in a vocation or a university. Quite bluntly — are
Managing Editor
KRIS VAN LOBEN SELS
These staff heads, with thei
profession, but a training of the we here in order to receive a good
Sports Editor
MORGAN STOLTZ
mind.
education or to major in vaude assistants, are fully responsiblSociety Editor
BETH ADAMSON
for the operation of KCVN-FJ,
Exchange Editor
An education in just music, ville? Is it 3ny more unreason and make it possible for our pro
J A N ROBERTSON
able
for
us
to
expect
professors
Photographer
KURT CUMMINGS English, business, in just any
to let up for Band Frolic than for grams to come to you on th<
Faculty Advisor
DR. LAWRENCE OSBORNE thing is necessarily narrowing; it
them
to expect us to put our in 91.3 spot on your FM receiver.
restricts the thinking of the in
tegrity as students before our
There are programs such as
REPORTERS—Chris Diller, Elizabeth Laskin, J e a n Lewis, J o a n Ulrick, Skip S t e w a r t dividual to a narrow channel.
interest in Band Frolic?
a n d Dottie Addington.
"Pacific Highlights," and "Musi<
The same source states: "Know
There is a time for everything, for Moderns" on KCVN-FM. "Pa
MULDOWNEY
STOCKTON
ledge is capable of being its own and when the time taken in prep cific Highlights," heard Monday
end." Why does a non-music ma aration for two nights' perform Wednesday and Friday at 4:55 is
jor study piano or voice? Life ance exceeds that given to the
a news presentation, the Wednes
would be worthless if we had no preparation for life, there has
day segment being devoted to an
more than the mechanics of ex been a confusion of values.
interview with a leading person
istence — sleeping, eating, earn
PSA 944, fall
ality at COP. Ben Randall brings
ing. But we have more than that;
"Music for Moderns" your way
One of the privileges of living in America is an educa we have a consciousness of the
One of the really fine features every Monday and Wednesday
tion. An education is something that many of us take for beautiful. We do what we can to
granted. Some work to pay for their education, and many become more aware of the beauty of our college is that we are small from 4-5 p.m. It is, as he puts it,
enough to call ourselves a family "subtly syncopated and freely ex
are put through school by their parents. Merit and ability in our environment and to pro and yet large enough to sponsor pressed progressive jazz."
duce
beauty
—
thus
aesthtics,
are rewarded by scholarships to those who could not attenc
and enjoy many worthwhile ac
So you see, the best thing for
thus also knowledge for the sake
college any other way.
tivities on our campus. On any you is KCVN-FM which is on the
of knowledge; for, what is desire
In many countries of the world, an education is not for knowledge but an attempt to given evening you may find the air Monday thru Friday from 3
so easily gained and is more highly prized. The World Uni perceive the ultimate reality — entire student body participating till 10:30 p.m. and on Saturdays
versity Service is an organization whose purpose it is to truth. This concept is all-encom in a student sponsored function in from 3 till 9 p.m.
which the whole town is invited
support the furthering of education throughout the world passing; to the extent one limits and entertained. On the next
The week of March 5 through March 9 is the Work his knowledge, his ability to per night it is possible to find many
the elements that make life
University Service drive on the College of the Pacific cam ceive
of these very same students at a
worth living is limited.
reception, tea, dance, or home in
pus. The goal for Pacific has been set at $1000. If each per
A man liberally educated lives pleasant fellowship with the
son at Pacific will give what he can, we will exceed that
Mr. Ola Harris, father of Prof.
more per minute. He also lives members of our fine faculty. A
goal. It is not how much you give, but that you do give.
more effectively, just as a chess balanced mixture of these con Lawton D. Harris of the depart
player who grasps the ramifica trasts, as in the case at Pacific, ments of religious education and
tions
of the entire board plays truly provides a stimulating en physical education, died at his
KCVN-FM.
SCHEDULE more effectively.
vironment for individual growth home in Oakland on Friday, Feb
MONDAY
THURSDAY
ruary 24. He was 87 years old
3:00 Matinee
3:00 Matinee
Even in the 17th century it was and development.
4:00 Music for Moderns
4:00 Time for Jazz
realized that education must be
The administration has spon and had been a resident of Oak
4:55 Pacific Highlights
5:00 Navy Star Time
5:00 Adventures in Research
5:15 Dinner Concert
practical. The same idea has sored and encouraged these activi- land for many years.
5:15 Dinner Concert
6:30 Humphreys College
Mr. Harris leaves his widow,
been recently worded as, "Educa- ties and for this the students are
6:30 Humphreys College
8:30 Hi Fi concert
8:30 Hi Fi Concert
10:30 Sign-off
tion is the acquisition of the art I truly grateful. Recent issues of three children, and several grand
10:30 Sign-off
FRIDAY
3:00 Matinee
of the utilization of knowledge." the PACIFIC WEEKLY have at children.
TUESDAY
4:55 Pacific Highlights
3:00 Matinee
But
this apparent contradiction to tacked both student-faculty rela
5:00 Serenade in Blue
The funeral was held at the
4:00 Time for Jazz
5:15 Dinner Concert
the idea of liberal education as tions and administrative control. Clarence Cooper Funeral Home in
5:00 Broadway Review
6:30 Organ Music
5:15 Dinner Concert
7:00 Adventure in Sound
defined above can perhaps be syn It should be made clear that Oakland on Tuesday, February
8:30 Hi Fi Concert
7:30 Contemporary Works
10:30 Sign-off
thesized. For in a broad sense, these comments are the opinions 28.
8:00 Masterworks from France
WEDNESDAY
8:30 Hi Fi Concert
using
a liberal education to make of the PACIFIC WEEKLY and do
3:00 Matinee
SATURDAY
4:00 Music for Moderns
3:0() Matinee
one more generally aware and not necessarily reflect the out
4:55 Pacific Highlights
5:00 Adventure in Research
acquiring knowledge as an end look of the PSA senate nor even
5:00 Rhythm and Reason
5:15 Dinner Concert
5:15 Dinner Concert
6:30 Rand Stand
are utilitarian; knowledge, as per a significant portion of the stu
6:30 Humphreys College
7:00 Paris Star Time
8:30 Hi Fi Concert
fection of reality, has implicit dent body.
7:30 Marquee Melodies
10:30 Sign-off
8:00 Masterworks
within it, its use in more effec
We should like to make it clear
tive living.
that we will continue to cooperate
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
by Dick Bibler
We should be appreciative of to the fullest extent to promote
the attempts to make higher edu and maintain good relations in
cation a more liberal education. our college.
Very respectfully yours,
Mel Nickerson
PSA President

EDITORIAL
wus

{t
i , . . .,i

LAWTON HARRIS'
FATHER SUCCUIHRS

VETERANS . . .
QUESTIONS AND
• • . ANSWERS

Q — I want to get a GI busi
ness loan that would not involve
real estate. I understand it's pos
sible for this loan to be insured
by VA, rather than guaranteed.
What is the maximum interest
rate on insured GI business
loans?
A— The interest rate on in
sured non-realty loans may not
exceed a three per cent discount
rate, or an equivalent simple in
terest rate of 5.7 per cent a year.
Q — I have just been dis
charged from service, and I want
to apply for a GI term insurance
policy within my 120-day dead
line. Will I have to take a physical
examination to get this insur
ance?

"Boy, you should have seen her clobber that guy, yesterday."

A — No. A physical examina
tion is not required. However,
you must apply and pay your first
premium within the 120-day period.

BUY YOUR NARANJADO

An exquisite
diamond ring ensemble
designed for
The Young-in-Heart

$100 to $600
in while or yellow gold

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER SCHOOL

The accredited bilingual school
sponsored by the Universidad Autonoma de Guadalajara and mem
bers of Stanford University facul
ty will offer in Guadalajara Mex.,
July 2-Aug. 11, courses in art, cre
ative folklore, geography, history,
language and literature. $225 cov
ers tuition, board and room.
Write Prof. Juan B. Rael, Box K,
Stanford University, Calif.

Federal tax included

BORELLPS
jJnuelesM.

2043 PACIFIC AVE.
HO 2-2443

